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%e prove directly the equality of the density of states in a wide class of tight-binding
Lorentzian random models, including the Lloyd model, the tan(2men+8) model of Grempel,
Fishman, and Prange, and a model with potential X,p, tan(2Irn, n), where X& $, -1 and the
aI are rationally independent.
8 H0+X V, (2)
where V(n) are independent identically distributed
random variables with distribution
—(1+x') Ida .1 (3)
Our goal in this Brief Report is to give a new proof
of this equality which, at the same time, sho~s that
other objects such as the off-diagonal —averaged
Green's function. Rnd the finite-volume —averaged
density of states are equal. More interestingly, we
wiB show a large number of other models having
the same density of states, e.g., (2) with V(n)
XIa I I[I& tan(2wa&n), where X, I Q, = l. and the ul
are rationally independent, or the model of Ref. 3
where V(n) )stan(anz+e) so long as e is averaged
over. Our results are not restricted to one dimen-
sion.
The key indications of the general phenomena
fouIld llcfc arc twofold: (a) Tile pfobabthfy dtstrlbu"
tion of x =tan8 if 8 is uniformly distributed on
[0, w) Is gtvcI1 by Etl. (3), suggesting tile cttuallty in
Ref. 1 is not coincidental. (b) The solution of the
Lloyd model can be expressed by saying that its den-
sity of states is the same as that in a third model,
namely, the average of the density of states over the
ensemble of operators where V is a constant A, c, with
c a random variable with distribution given by Eq.
(3).4 This striking fact about the original Lloyd
model, that constant Lorentzian and completely in-
dependent Lorentzian have the same density of
In a recent paper ' Grempel e& a/ found exact solu
tions for the class of tight-binding Schrodinger opera-
tors [(Hou)(n) -u(n+1) +u(n —1)l.
(H» «) - (Hou) (n) +)t tan(2Iran +e)u(n), (1)
at least when 0, is an irrational not well approximated
by rationals. They noted that the density of states for
the model was identical to that for the Lloyd model, '
that is, a model of the form
states, suggests a special property of Lorentzians is at
work. This ls scen ln thc following:
I.emma: Flx arbitrary I'cals 0,1, . . . , 0;k and posi-





Proof: By changing the sign of u, and e, we can
suppose I )0. Since Im tan(z) )0 if Imz )0, we
see that'
te2sy le2Srje'(&+I ) dg
e)0
In the integral, we change variables to z = e'~ and
observe that x(e+ia) has no singularities in ~z[ «I,
so the entire integral comes from the pole at z 0
due to the change of variables de= dz/(iz) ' At.
z =0, x is i, which proves the result.
The n's (and for that matter the P's, so long as
Xik I III&- I) can be random variables and the expec-
tation value of e'" is still e I'~ so long as 8 is uni-
formly distributed. Therefore, for large classes of
random V's, including the Lloyd model, 2 thc Mary-
land model, ' the above random-constant model, and
the X, I[I,tan(2Ira&n +e,) model discussed above, '
onc has lt that Rny posltlvc comblnatlon of thc po-
tential at different sites, X„akV(k), has a Lorentz
distribution with half-width X» aa
Next, suppose tllat Mo Is a fltlltc IIlatrtx RIld V(n)
is a random diagonal matrix and we want to evaluate
Exp[e ' (n, nt) J =P. (I),
where Exp ls thc cxpcctatlon value over thc cnscm-
ble of V's. Since M0 and Vare finite matrices, we
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with all s, )0 and X, s, = t Thu. s P„(t) only
depends on the distribution of convex combinations
of V. ' In particular, if we now specialize to a situa-
tion where for s, ~0, X& sj = r,
J
Exp exp i X sk V(k) = e (4)
and we see that
P ( r) e al t I P (o—)( r)
where P is the value of P when V =0, i.e.,
ttMp
e '(n, m).
To summarize, if V obeys (4), then (5) will hold,
and by the lemma, (4) holds for many distinct
choices of V, in particular, both for the Lloyd model
and for the Maryland model, Eq. (1) averaged over 8.
Once (5) holds in finite volume, it remains true for
infinite volume (if P' ~ has a limit as it does if Mp
=Ho). Poo(t) is just the Fourier transform of the
averaged' density of states, so the density of states
only depends on A. and is just the convolution of the
density of states for Mp and the Lorentz distribution
m '(x'+ X') '(X dx). The same argument works for
the Fourier transform of P„(t), which is the aver-
aged Green's function which one can thereby see de-
cays exponentially when A. )0 and Mp =Hp. In one
dimension, once the density of states only depends
can expand (and obtain a convergent series)
0 eitv+ I ~ & gvMpeI(t-s) v+it(M +v)
f'
p
Taking expectations, we see that P„(r) is a sum
(over jand intermediate sites n~, . . . , n~) and an in-
tegral (over s variables) of
ts) V(nt) is~ V(NJ))Expje ~ ~ ~
on V through (4), the same is true of the Lyaponov
exponent by the Thouless formula. '
We close with a series of remarks about further ex-
amples. (a) While the a independence of the density
of states in (1) was only proven in Ref. 1 for a,
which are not well approximated by rationals, our ar-
gument does not depend on Diophantine properties.
If o, is a Liouville number, one can show that the
spectrum is purely singular continuous, "so we have
examples of dense point and singular continuous
spectrum with the same density of states. This illus-
trates once again" that the density of states and the
spectrum are often crude indications of the true phy-
sics. (b) The method works in any dimension: Thus
the u-dimensional Lloyd model has the same density
of states as X, P, tan(2ma, n), where the a are ra-
tionally independent v-component vectors. (c) Ms
need not be translation invariant. Thus, if Vis any
potential for which Hp+ V has a density of states dk,
then the average dk of the density of states of Hp+ V
+stan(an +tt) over t) is just the convolution of dk
and w 'e dx/[x + e ]. In particular, dk is supported
everywhere and y, the average over 8 of the Lyapo-
nov exponent, is strictly positive for all E. In the
case where the density of states is independent of 8,
we see the perturbed operator has spectrum (—m,
~) with no absolutely continuous component. " In
particular, for any almost periodic function V, if o, is
rationally independent of the frequencies of V and e
is any nonzero number, Ho+ V+ stan(an) has these
properties.
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